Terms & Conditions

Top-up Data Pack:
1. Customer may purchase flexi data top-up options through www.three.com.hk/3Care_eng
which can be used for the remaining period of the month before bill cut-off date. Any
unused data usage cannot be carried forward to the next bill month. If data usage has
reached the limit of subscribed data services, data usage will be automatically suspended.
2. Once the top-up data has been purchased, the related payment will not be refunded.
3. The top-up data can be shared in Mainland China, Hong Kong, and Macau for customer who
is enjoying Mainland China-HK-Macau Shared Data.
a.

Successful port-in from other mobile operator is required. This local and roaming data

usage is applicable to the designated networks in Hong Kong, Macau and Mainland China
only. Roaming voice call, roaming SMS, Home Direct Line service and roaming video call are
not included. Customer is required to activate “Full Roaming Service” to enjoy this offer
and cannot be deactivated within the contract period. For details of “Full Roaming Service”,
please visit www.three.com.hk/roaming. Related roaming usage is subject to roaming
coverage, system compatibility and other relevant conditions of the designated networks,
which are subject to change without prior notice.
b.

If customer uses data service while locates outside Macau and Mainland China,

customer could purchase or use 3HK's other data roaming service plans, customer will be
charged at this particular data plans accordingly, otherwise, Standard Roaming Rate will be
applied. After contract has expired or promotion period, if customer uses data service in
Macau and Mainland China, customer could purchase or use 3HK's other data roaming
service plans, customer will be charged at this particular data plans accordingly, otherwise,
Standard Roaming Rate will be applied.
4. Hutchison Telephone Company Limited reserves the right of final decision on the above
offer and reasonable prior notice will be provided if there is any change to the offer or
relevant terms and conditions.
Top Up Data Pack/ “Night Fever” Data Pack:
1. Top-Up Data Pack and “Night Fever” Top Up Pack are applicable to new customer who
commits to designated 4.5G monthly plan with data top up (not applicable to 4G 21M SIM
Plan and 4.5G Multi-SIM Plan/ Multi-SIM Plan with Smartphone). “Night Fever” Unlimited
Data Pack is applicable to new customer who commits to designated 4.5G/4G monthly plan
(not applicable to 4.5G Multi-SIM Plan/ Multi-SIM Plan with Smartphone).
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2. Customer can choose one Top Up Data Pack and one “Night Fever” Data Pack per mobile
account only. “Super Data Pack” cannot be subscribed together with Top Up Data Pack
and/or “Night Fever” Data Pack.
3. Customer is required to subscribe the Top Up Data Pack and/or "Night Fever" Unlimited
Data Pack on the same day of monthly plan subscription with same contract commitment
period.
4. Customer can choose one “Night Fever” Data Pack per mobile account only.
5. When the data pack has been consumed (if applicable) or the mobile data is consumed
under non "Night Fever" period, mobile data will be deducted from the local data of plan
entitlement or paid data pack or bonus data. Data usage during the change of the time zone
period may be different from the actual data usage due to time difference or delay.
6. Data Pack service monthly fee and data pack entitlement are non-prorated. The usage
entitlement of the Top Up data pack applies to local mobile data service only. Data Pack
service will be stopped after expiration of the data pack contract period.
7. Hutchison Telephone Company Limited reserves the right of final decision on the above
offer and reasonable prior notice will be provided if there is any change to the offer or
relevant terms and conditions.
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